I do not believe in God and I am not an atheist
— Albert Camus
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Mullah’s Curse
One of Nasruddin’s enemies
noticed Nasruddin’s donkey parked
outside a store, and began hitting it
on its harness. Seconds later,
Nasruddin caught the man in the
act.“You scoundrel! By the grace of
God, I put a curse on you — in
one week, you will badly injure
your leg.”The man, quite
distressed to hear the curse, began
to worry that it might come true;
and as he walked away from
Nasruddin, he was so full of
anxiety and fear that he
accidentally tripped on a rock.
After falling, he grabbed his leg
and exclaimed,“Oh, my leg!
The pain is excruciating.
Nasruddin — you said it would
be injured in seven days, and yet,
here I am with a broken leg, just
seconds after your curse.”“Then
that was the result of someone
else’s curse,” Nasruddin replied.
“When my curse comes to fruition,
you’ll have to crawl on your
hands and knees, too.”

Positives From Negatives

We know that amoebae are single cell organisms. They reproduce by a process called binary
fusion. Mitotic cell division
takes place, which constricts the
nucleus and cytoplasm to produce two small amoebae. So,
can we take it for granted that
life is created from another life
just like a candle can be lighted
from another candle and there
is no interference from any outside agency? In such a scenario,
what is the relevance of God
or Atman?
Rebati B Adhikari, via email

Dear Rebati,
■ I’m afraid that the issues relating to science and God are not
quite so simple, as witness the many,
many books that have attempted to settle the question you ask. For me, God
must be an active force in order to be
credible, since otherwise the deity
would be ‘outside’creation,which contradicts the vedic notion that there is
no inside or outside to consciousness,
but instead a single all-pervading awareness that is the basis of everything.
Every time I sit for meditation,
I get negative thoughts. These
thoughts are completely against
my wishes. What can I do to
overcome these painful
thoughts? Please help.
Sudhakar Daliparthi, via email
Dear Sudhakar,
Many people begin the practice of
meditation and discover, as you have,
that the mind is not easily settled. Each
of us has lived our entire lives accepting and tolerating a kind of inner jumble. It contains all kinds of things we
wish were not there, including bad
memories, negative thoughts, restless
anxiety, etc. Any attempt to quiet the
unruly mind by force will always fail.
Like a child who resists being scolded, the mind only cries louder and behaves more undesirably.
There must be another way.Wishing and hoping for inner peace doesn’t work,nor do attempts to think only
positive thoughts,or to sit and wait until the active mind gets fatigued and
worn down. What does work, as the
vedic tradition repeatedly tells us, is to
find the level of the mind that is by its

■

Extra Weight

Nasruddin was riding a donkey,
and at the same time was
supporting a sack of oranges over
his shoulder. His friends saw him
and asked,“Why are you going to
the trouble of carrying that sack
over your shoulder? Why don’t you
just let your donkey carry it for
you?” Nasruddin replied,“I am
not an abusive man. My donkey
already has to carry me — do you
think it would be fair to add the
weight of these oranges?”

Last Day

Some of Nasruddin’s acquaintances
wanted to get Nasruddin to throw
a party and invite them for a meal.
One day, they told him,“Did
you hear the news?”“No, what is
it?” Nasruddin replied.“The world
is coming to an end tomorrow,” the
friend said. Upon hearing this,
Nasruddin invited all of them to
dinner that night.They came to his
house and enjoyed the feast — but
upon finishing it, they discovered
that Nasruddin had taken
all of their coats and used them to
kindle his fire.They began
protesting with anger, but
Nasruddin interrupted them and
remarked,“Don’t you remember
that the world is coming to an end
tomorrow? What difference does it
make if you have your
coats or not?”
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very nature silent,
peaceful, alert,
and still. Correct
meditation accomplishes this, at first for
brief periods interrupted by the usual activity. With
more practice,your
attention will go
more easily to the silent
source of your mind and stay there
longer. I believe personally that contact with silent mind should happen
from the very first meditation, not after years of diligence. Seek out a reliable meditation teacher who can guide
you to correct practice.I hope this helps.
If God is omnipresent and
keeps a close eye on the deeds
of every human being then why
did he create this world where
there is no end to sadness? Why
is there not a single soul who is
satisfied with what he has?
Vijay K Kirar, Delhi
Dear Vijay,
■ I get the impression that your outlook is quite coloured by anger and
sorrow. That’s certainly understandable.The whole point of spirituality is
to expose to the seeker a level of re-

would you keep control on your negative
thoughts so that the
situation does not
affect you?
GSD, via email

ality that transcends or goes beyond
the worldly discontent and suffering
that has always been present.
As individuals, you and I cannot
rid the world of suffering, but we can
be the change we wish to see. Using
that as your goal, you can choose
among the many spiritual outlets that
exist. Having chosen one and dedicated yourself to it, see if your personal perspective begins to be less
dark. If so, you are on the right path.
If not, move on until you find a teaching and practice that actually improves
your situation.
If somebody behaves badly with
you, you would automatically
feel negative and surely you would like to
hold him accountable
for his mistake. In
such a situation, how

Choose Wellness Over Illness With EFT

tress is part and parcel of everyday life and when left unresolved, can cause illnesses such as
heart,lung,and reproductive problems,besides anger,fear,and addictions. In fact, 85 per cent of illnesses have their roots in stress.Yet, it
does not have to be a permanent
fixture in life. Stress can be eliminated using a spiritual healing
method called Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT).
What Is EFT?
EFT combines tapping on acupressure points while saying statements out loud, relieving stress in

seconds. Clinical studies have
shown that after six sessions of EFT,
even severe medical conditions like
trauma, depression and phobias reduce. According to Dr Rangana
Rupavi Choudhuri (Ph D), international speaker and founder ofVitality Living College, “EFT is the
best way to heal stress,to clear negative emotions and thoughts from

within and to let the body heal on
its own, making it one of the best
forms of health insurance to keep
illness at bay.
Dr Choudhuri discovered EFT
after being diagnosed with three
chronic illnesses, including severe
pain as a result of stress at work.She
began using EFT daily and eliminated her stress.
Free seminars in Delhi:Aug 31,
Mumbai: Sep 7, Bangalore: Sep 6,
Chennai: Oct 5, Kolkata: Nov 26;
www.vitalitylivingcollege.info/freedom,
india@vitalitylivingcollege.info
call: +919920454749

Dear GSD,
■ The answer to your question is directly linked to how you ask it. If you
are asking from a psychological viewpoint, the answer is to seek out a therapist who can help you with negative
emotions. If your question is morally
based, take responsibility for your feel-

ings as a matter of ethics and don’t
broadcast them. If your question is
spiritual and therefore holistic, the answer must come from a deeper understanding of justice, karma, and
personal destiny.
I personally feel that the spiritual answer, which is about the whole
of human nature, is worth exploring,
even though it is the more difficult
path compared to psychology and
morals.Spirituality doesn’t aim at making you a better, nicer, more positive
person. It aims at breaking your attachment to how others treat you and
your automatic negative response.
You are quite right that
having been wronged,we all
want to strike back, and if
this were the whole story,
there would never be an end
to revenge and hostility. India’s spiritual tradition promises that there is more to the story,
however, and I encourage you to look
deeper into the nature of your Self,including levels of the mind that are not
trapped in automatic reflexes. ■
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